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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Fiscal Systems Begins Certification for the Gulf Oil Network
Fiscal will be certified with over five Major Oil Networks by the 3rd Quarter of this year

Madison, Alabama February 17, 2011: Fiscal Systems announced today that it will complete certification for the
Gulf Oil Network by the end of the 2nd Quarter of this year. The Gulf Oil Network is a host for its own Proprietary Fuel
Card, Loyalty Program and is also a Petroleum Distributor to over 2000 branded gasoline centers in the NorthEastern United States. Ramoco Fuels, a Gulf Oil Jobber in Pennsylvania, will be the first of many locations to
implement Fiscal’s end-to-end POS Solution as part of the Gulf Oil Certification process.
Combining Fiscal’s end-to-end POS Solution with the Gulf Oil Payment Network provides Gulf Jobbers and C-Store
owners a software suite that provides system management capabilities for help desk support, remote automated
software updates, and remote POS configuration. By combining the two, the retailer has increased control of the
retail site, whether it is a single-site retailer, or a national chain.
“With [Fiscal’s POS] System we can have more control over our fuel and store operations and therefore can make
more efficient business decisions,” says Reddy Rathnaker, chief principal of Ramoco Fuels out of Pennsylvania.
“When Gulf certifies this company, all of us [over 5 Gulf Jobbers in Pennsylvania] are interested in moving our
current legacy POS systems to the state of the art new system [that] Fiscal is offering.”
Fiscal will make this software suite available to all retailers by the end of the 2nd Quarter of this year, and will launch
a wide-scale Marketing Campaign directly for Gulf Oil Retailers.
For more information about Fiscal’s Point of Sale Software Solution or any other Fiscal product or service, contact
our Sales Department at 800-838-4549. Additional information is available on our website at: fis-cal.com
About Fiscal Systems
Fiscal Systems offers a strategic approach to linking Fuel Control to Travel Center and C-Store systems, ensuring
profit centers operate securely, accurately, and conveniently. Fiscal makes it all work together, delivering direct
and seamless connections via a scalable, robust base system making it easy and affordable to add additional
features later without spending a fortune. Fiscal Systems delivers the software on IBM SurePOS™ hardware to
provide low cost of ownership and fast, on-site repairs reducing the number of points of contact to ONE.

